ASMS Workshop report 2015

Analytical Core Directors Workshop
Organizers: Brett S. Phinney

1. Title of workshop and those presiding

Invalidating your Cores Data: Examples on how to check your data and report results and communicate invalid or bad results to your customers

Speakers:
- Brett S. Phinney, PhD (UC Davis)
- David Quilice (UN Reno)
- Chris Adams (Stanford)
- Ron Beavis (U Manitoba)

2. Date of workshop/meeting

Tuesday 5:45-7 pm

3. Estimate of attendance

Room was too big so it was hard to tell. Pretty decent attendance

4. Summary of program and discussion

All four speakers presented 3-5 slides and then we had a group discussion on common issues in core facilities about reporting data. The slides comprised probably 10 minutes tops, the rest was a group discussion). The room was way too big and inhibited the group discussion. I would really like to have this workshop in as small a room as possible (like a big closet 😇 ) or have it in a classroom setting with large round tables.

Despite the room size we had a pretty lively discussion. I think most people got something out of it. At a minimum new attendees realized that us core personnel all had very similar issues and it’s always nice to know we are not alone

Thanks for letting us put on the workshop. It was a lot of fun and very educational.

Brett